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Interconnect
TCP/IP Five Layer Model
 All messages travel down through layers, across physical

layer then up again

1Physical

2 Data Link

3 Network

4 Transport

5 Application

1Physical

2 Data Link

3 Network

4 Transport

5 Application
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Interconnect
TCP/IP Five Layer Model
 TCP/IP has a four or five layer model

 Five-layer model shown below

10BASE-T, 100BASE-T, 1000BASE-T, Optical Fibre, Twisted Pair1 Physical

Ethernet, Token Ring, 802.11, Wi-Fi, FDDI, PPP2 Data Link

IP (IPv4, IPv6), ICMP, ARP, RARP3 Network

TCP, UDP4 Transport

DHCP, DNS, FTP, HTTP, SSH, NFS, NTP, SMTP, SNMP, TELNET, RPC, SOAP5 Application

TCP/IP SuiteLayer

 Four-layer model combines data link and physical layers
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Interconnect
TCP/IP Transport Layer
 Transport Layer

 Connection-oriented (TCP)

 Connectionless (UDP)

Ethernet

Physical Layer

IP

TCP UDP
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Interconnect
Encapsulation

Ethernet
Header

Ethernet
Trailer

TCP
Header

IP
Header Data

TCP
Header

IP
Header Data

TCP
Header Data

Data

4 bytes14 bytes 20 bytes 20 bytes

MTU Size
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Interconnect
Endianness

 Systems can be

 Big-endian

Solaris SPARC, HP/UX, AIX, HP/UX Itanium

Linux IBM Power, Linux IBM ZSeries

 Little-endian

Linux x86, x86-64 Itanium, HP Tru64, HP Open VMS

Windows x86, x86-64, Itanium, Solaris x86

 Ethernet packets are always big-endian

 Little-endian systems must perform additional conversions

A B C D

MSB LSB

MSBLSB

Big endian

Little endian
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Interconnect
TCP
 Clusterware uses TCP to communicate

 Messages always exchanged by same daemon on each node

 ocssd.bin -> osccd.bin

 crsd.bin -> crsd.bin

 evmd.bin -> evmd.bin
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Interconnect
TCP Ports
 The following table shows typical TCP port assignments for

Oracle Clusterware in a 4-node cluster:

evmdevmdevmdevmd49898

evmdevmdevmdevmd49897

crsdcrsdcrsdcrsd49896

ocssdocssdocssdocssd49895

crsd32785

crsdcrsd32784

crsdcrsd32783

crsdcrsd32782

crsd32781

ocssdocssdocssdocssd32780

Node 4Node 3Node 2Node 1Port
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Interconnect
UDP
 ASM and RDBMS instances use UDP to communicate

 Server processes -> Background Processes

 Background Processes -> Server Processes

 Background Processes -> Background Processes e.g.

LMD0 -> LMD0

LMS0 -> LMS0

LMS1 -> LMS1
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Interconnect
UDP Ports
 Typical UDP port assignments for ASM and RDBMS instances

3-lms1

22lms0

32lmd0

44lck0

45lmon

55diag

RDBMSASMBackground Process
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Oracle Clusterware
Node Heartbeat Messages
 Sent to each node in cluster every second in both directions

 Checks nodes are still members of cluster

 Sent by ocssd.bin using TCP well-known port 49895

 Outgoing message is 134 bytes (80 byte payload)

 Incoming message is 66 bytes (12 byte payload)

Node
1

Node
3

Node
2

Node
4

Outgoing

Incoming

In a four-node cluster each node

•sends 3 message packets per second

•receives 3 acknowledgement packets per second

•receives 3 message packets per second

•sends 3 acknowledgement packets per second

12 messages per second = 43200 packets per hour
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Oracle Clusterware
Node Status Messages
 Number of packets exchanged by a node is determined by

number of nodes in cluster

 Number of packets per node per hour is

 (#nodes - 1) * 4 messages * 3600 seconds

446,40032

216,00016

100,8008

86,4007

72,0006

57,6005

43,2004

28,8003

14,4002

Packets per hourNumber of nodes
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Global Services
Overview
 Resource

 Object to which access must be controlled at instance
level

 Enqueue

 Memory structure that serializes access to a resource

 Global Resources

 Object to which access must be controlled at cluster level

 Global Enqueue

 Locks and enqueues which need to be consistent between
all instances

Before investigating RAC internals, we need to understand a few concepts
and definitions.

Resources and enqueues exist in both single-instance and RAC databases.

A resource is an object to which access must be controlled at instance level.
An enqueue is a memory structure that serializes access to a resource.

A global resource is an object to which access must be controlled at cluster
level.

A global enqueue manages the locks which need to be consistent between all
instances.
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Global Services
Overview
 Global Resource Directory (GRD)

 Records current state and owner of each resource

 Contains convert and write queues

 Distributed across all instances in cluster

 Maintained by GCS and GES

 Global Cache Services (GCS)

 Implements cache coherency for database

 Coordinates access to database blocks for instances

 Global Enqueue Services (GES)

 Controls access to other resources (locks) including
library cache and dictionary cache

 Performs deadlock detection

The RAC architecture includes three virtual entities which are implemented
across all nodes in the cluster. These are:

•Global Resource Directory (GRD) - records the current state and owner of
each resource. It contains queues for waiters, converters and writers. The
GRD is distributed across all instances in the cluster.

•Global Cache Services (GCS) - implements cache coherency for the
database. GCS coordinates access to database blocks for all instances in the
cluster, preventing conflicting changes being made to the same block. GCS
maintains the Global Resource Directory.

•Global Enqueue Services (GES) - controls access to other resources (locks)
including the library cache and the dictionary cache.
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Datafiles
Controlfiles

Redo Logs

RAC Background Processes
Overview

Redo Logs

DIAG

LMON

LCK0

LMD0

LMSn

PMON SMON

LGWR

CKPT

ARCn

SMON PMON

DBWR DBWR LGWR

Shared Pool

Buffer Cache

Instance 2

Shared Pool

Buffer Cache

Instance 1

DIAG

LMON

LCK0

LMD0

LMSn

CKPT

ARCn

Node 1 Node 2

Each RAC instance has a set of pools including the shared pool and the
buffer cache. These areas of memory are completely separate from those
belonging to other instances. Each RAC instance has a set of background
processes including the standard single instance background processes
including SMON, PMON, LGWR, DBWn, ARCn AND CKPT. Each RAC
instance also has a set of RAC specific background processes including
LMON, LCK0, LMD0, LMSn and DIAG.
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RAC Background Processes
LMSn
 LMSn

 Global Cache Service Process

 Manage requests for data access across cluster

 Up to 20 in Oracle 10.1

LMS0-LMS9 LMSa-LMSj

 Up to 36 in Oracle 10.2

LMS0-LMS9 LMSa-LMSz

 In Oracle 10.1 and above, number of GCS server processes
can be configured using gcs_server_processes parameter

Default value is 1 (single CPU system)

Can also be configured using _lm_lms parameter

The LMSn background process is known as the Global Cache Service
process. It manages requests for data access across the cluster.

In Oracle 9.2 there could be up to 10 LMSn background processes called
LMS0 to LMS9.

In Oracle 10.1 there could be up to 20 LMSn background processes called
LMS0 to LMS9 and LMSa to LMSj

In Oracle 10.2 there can be up to 36 LMSn background processes called
LMS0 to LMS9 and LMSa to LMSz

In Oracle 10.1 and above, number of GCS server processes can be
configured using gcs_server_processes parameter. The default value is 1 (on
a single CPU system). The number of GCS server processes can also be
configured using _lm_lms parameter
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RAC Background Processes
LMSn
 In Oracle 10.2 and above

 LMS processes run in real-time mode

 Remaining processes run in time-share mode

 Check using:

[oracle@server3 ~]$ ps -eo pid,user,opri,cmd | grep ora_lm
8596 oracle 75 ora_lmon_TEST1
8598 oracle 75 ora_lmd0_TEST1
8601 oracle 58 ora_lms0_TEST1

 58 is real time; 75 or 76 is time share

 You can also check process scheduling policies using chrt

oracle@server3 ~]$ chrt -p 8601 # lms0 - Real
Time
pid 8601's current scheduling policy: SCHED_RR
pid 8601's current scheduling priority: 1

[oracle@server3 ~]$ chrt -p 8596 # lmon - Time
Share
pid 8596's current scheduling policy: SCHED_OTHER
pid 8596's current scheduling priority: 0

In Oracle 10.1 and below it was occasionally necessary to increase the
priority of LMS processes using renice.

Unix/Linux operating system schedulers can run in

•Time-share mode

•Real-time mode

In Oracle 10.2 and above the LMS processes should automatically run in
real-time mode

Scheduling mode can be specified for individual processes

chrt is a Unix/Linux utility that manipulates the real-time attributes of a
process
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RAC Background Processes
LCK0
 LCK0

 Instance Enqueue Process

Part of KCL (Kernel Cache Library)

 Manages

 instance resource requests

cross-instance call operations

 Assists LMS processes

 Formerly known as lock process

 One LCK0 process per instance

 In 9.0.1 and below, number of lock processes may be
configurable using _gc_lck_procs parameter

The LCK0 background process is also known as the Instance Enqueue
Process. It is part of the Kernel Cache Library (KCL). LCK0 manages
instance resource requests and cross-instance call operations. It also assists
LMSn background processes. LCK0 was formerly known as the lock
process. There is only one LCK0 background process per instance.

In Oracle 9.0.1 and below the number of lock processes may be configurable
using the_gc_lck_procs parameter
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RAC Background Processes
LMD0
 LMD0

 Global Enqueue Service Daemon

 Manages requests for global enqueues

Updates status of enqueues when granted to / revoked
from an instance

 Responsible for deadlock detection

 One LMD0 process per instance

 In 8.1.7 and below number of lock daemons may be
configurable using _lm_dlmd_processes parameter

The LMD0 background processes is also known as the Global Enqueue
Service daemon. LMD0 manages requests for global enqueues. It updates
the status of enqueues when they are granted to or revoked from an instance.
LMD0 is also responsible for deadlock detection. In Oracle 8.1.7 and below,
the number of lock daemons may have been configurable using
_lm_dlmd_processes parameter. In Oracle 9.0.1 and above, there is one
LMD0 background process per instance.
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RAC Background Processes
LMON
 LMON

 Global Enqueue Service Monitor

 One LMON process per instance

 Monitors cluster to maintain global enqueues and
resources

 Manages

 instance and process expirations

 recovery processing for cluster enqueues

The LMON background process is also known as the Global Enqueue
Service Monitor. There is one LMON background process per instance.
LMON monitors the cluster to maintain global enqueues and resources. It
manages instance and process expirations and recovery processing for
cluster enqueues.

In many ways LMON is the cluster level equivalent of the PMON
background process which manages process expirations at instance level.
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RAC Background Processes
DIAG
 DIAG - Diagnosability Process

 Collects diagnostic data in the event of a failure

 Creates subdirectories in BACKGROUND_DUMP_DEST
directory

 In Oracle 9.0.1 and above can be disabled using
_diag_daemon parameter

Do not try this on a production system

The DIAG background process is also known as the Diagnosibility Process.
DIAG collects diagnostic data in the event of a failure. When a failure
occurs, DIAG creates subdirectories in the BACKGROUND_DUMP_DEST
and then writes binary dump files for all processes involved in the failure.

In Oracle 9.0.1 and above, DIAG can be disabled using the _diag_daemon
parameter. Do not try changing this parameter on a production system.
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SGA Memory
Introduction
 RAC uses SGA memory for several purposes

 To store lock elements for Global Cache Services

 To store the Global Resource Directory

Global Resources

Global Enqueues

 To build inter-instance messages

 RAC also requires SGA memory to build inter-instance
messages

RAC also uses small amounts of additional memory to store RAC-specific
structures such as hash tables and statistics areas.
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SGA Memory
V$SGASTAT
 In Oracle 10.1 and above memory allocations are reported in

V$SGASTAT

 Significant RAC areas in Oracle 10.2 and Oracle 11.1 are as
follows:

Unknown

Segmented Array

Heap

Segmented Array

Segmented Array

LocationName

ges big msg buffers

ges enqueues

ges resource

gcs shadows

gcs resources

 In Oracle 9.2 all five structures were stored in segmented
arrays

Significant memory areas in a RAC instance include

•gcs resources - a segmented array that contains the block resources for the
global resource directory

•gcs shadows - a segmented array that contains the shadow structures for
blocks held by other instances

•ges resource - a heap-based structure that contains the lock resources for
the global resource directory

•ges enqueues - a segmented array that contains the enqueues for the global
resource directory

•ges big msg buffers - an internal segmented array that contains buffers
used to build messages to pass down the interconnect to other instances.
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SGA Memory
RAC Memory Usage
 In Oracle 10.2 RAC-specific memory allocations include

gcs shadow locks freelist

gcs shadow locks dyn seg

gcs scan queue array

gcs resources

gcs resource freelist dyn

gcs resource freelist arr

gcs res latch table

gcs res hash bucket

gcs opaque in

gcs mastership buckets

gcs I/O statistics struct

gcs shadows

gcs commit sga state

gcs close obj

gcs affinity

ges regular msg buffers

ges recovery domain table

ges process hash table

ges process array

ges lms process descripto

ges lmd process descripto

ges ipc instance maps

ges enqueues

ges enqueue multiple free

ges enqueue max. usage pe

ges enqueue cur. usage pe

ges reserved msg buffers

ges deadlock xid hash tab

ges deadlock xid freelist

ges big msg buffers

KCL region array

KCL partition table

KCL name table

KCL lock state

KCL lock contexts

KCL instance cache transf

KCL buffer header

ges shared global area

ges scan queue array

ges resource pools

ges resource hash table

KJXM msg statistics table

ges resource hash seq tab

ges resource

ges res mastership bucket

The V$SGASTAT dynamic performance view has been significantly
enhanced in recent versions.

In Oracle 10.2, V$SGASTAT reports around 700 memory areas, mostly
belonging to the shared pool. In Oracle 11.1 there over 860 memory areas
are reported.

The slide shows the 48 RAC-specific memory areas that can be found in the
Oracle 10.2 shared pool. The number of memory areas varies with each
release and also with the configuration of the database / instance.
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Global Cache Services
Introduction
 Global Cache Services exist to implement Cache Fusion

 Cache Fusion allows blocks to be updated by multiple
instances

 Many instances can have read-only (consistent read) versions
of a block

 Instances can have multiple copies of same block at
different SCNs

 Only one instance can have the updatable (current) version of
a block

 GCS must ensure that only one instance can update a
block at any time

GCS uses locks to allow consistent read copies of blocks to be held by
multiple instances, but to ensure that only one instance has a current version
of the block.

Instances hold read-only copies of blocks under shared or null locks. An
exclusive lock must be obtained before an instance can update a block.
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Global Cache Services
Wait Events
 Wait events show reads where messages have been

exchanged with other instances

 Can include:

 gc cr grant 2-way

 gc cr block 2-way

 gc cr block 3-way

 gc cr multi block request

 gc current grant 2-way

 gc current block 2-way

 gc current block 3-way

 gc current multi block request

Wait events will only be recorded for blocks that are mastered by remote
iustances.

Some wait events, particularly the multi block requests give little
information about the blocks returned.

No block is returned for a CR or current grant.
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Global Cache Services
Cache Fusion Example

RAC1

RAC2

RAC4

1318

RAC3

Resource
Master

1,40
2,44

1,42
2,44

1,42
2,50

2 UPDATE t1
SET c2 = 50

WHERE c1 = 2;

1 UPDATE t1
SET c2 = 42

WHERE c1 = 1;

Over the next few slides we will examine the behaviour of RAC in the
scenario describe above.

The examples were generated on a 4-node cluster and describes the steps
required for two nodes to update rows in the same block. The block belongs
to table T1 and table initially contains only two rows as follows:

C1 C2

1 40

2 44

Table T1 does not have any indexes. It has never been analyzed.

Instances RAC3 and RAC 4 have been already been selecting rows from this
table, so a number of blocks (such as the segment headers) are already in the
buffer cache of each instance.

Instance RAC3 executes the following statement:

UPDATE t1 SET c2 = 42 WHERE c1 = 1;

Instance RAC4 then executes:

UPDATE t1 SET c2 = 50 WHERE c1 = 2;

This example demonstrates the behaviour of the second update (RAC4).
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Global Cache Services
Cache Fusion Example
 RAC4 executes

Table block 15Current Read2-way

Current Read

Undo block 89Consistent Read2-way

Table block 15Consistent Read3-way

Consistent Read

Undo block 239Consistent Read2-way

Undo block 89Consistent Read2-way

Table block 15Consistent Read3-way

Dynamic Sampling

 No statistics so dynamic sampling required

 No indexes so full table scan required

 Steps are:

UPDATE t1 SET c2 = 42 WHERE c1 = 2;

Although you might expect an update of a single row table to only require a
single logical I/O, even with all the blocks already cached, it actually
requires six.

Because the table has never been analyzed, the first three I/Os are performed
recursively for dynamic sampling. Dynamic sampling reads the only block
in the table (15) and then applies undo to return the block to a consistent
state. It therefore needs to read undo blocks 89 and 239 which belong to
instance RAC3 and to apply the undo to table block 15.

Because there is no index, it is necessary to perform a full table scan on all
blocks in the extent to find the row that should be updated (if it exists). Most
of these blocks are already in cache and have not been updated recently, so
they can be reused. However, block 15 has been updated by RAC3.
Therefore it is necessary to build a consistent image of block 15 in the local
buffer cache. This requires another read of block 15 from RAC3, followed
by a read of undo block 89 to rollback the changes that RAC3 has made to
the block.

Having confirmed that a row where c1 = 2 exists in this block, a current read
must now be performed on the block before it can be updated. RAC3 must
send the current version of the block to RAC4 so that the row can be
updated
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Global Cache Services
Cache Fusion Example
 Dynamic Sampling - 10046/8

PARSING IN CURSOR #4 len=433 dep=1 uid=55 oct=3 lid=55 hv=574971495
ad='2b8da360'
SELECT /* OPT_DYN_SAMP */ /*+ ALL_ROWS IGNORE_WHERE_CLAUSE
NO_PARALLEL(SAMPLESUB) opt_param('parallel_execution_enabled', 'false')
NO_PARALLEL_INDEX(SAMPLESUB) NO_SQL_TUNE */ NVL(SUM(C1),:"SYS_B_0"),
NVL(SUM(C2),:"SYS_B_1") FROM (SELECT /*+ IGNORE_WHERE_CLAUSE NO_PARALLEL("T7")
FULL("T7") NO_PARALLEL_INDEX("T7") */ :"SYS_B_2" AS C1, CASE WHEN
"T7"."C1"=:"SYS_B_3" THEN :"SYS_B_4" ELSE :"SYS_B_5" END AS C2 FROM "T7" "T7")
SAMPLESUB
END OF STMT
PARSE #4:c=0,e=423,p=0,cr=0,cu=0,mis=1,r=0,dep=1,og=1
EXEC #4:c=1999,e=10615,p=0,cr=0,cu=0,mis=1,r=0,dep=1,og=1

WAIT #4: nam='gc cr block 3-way' ela= 836 p1=8 p2=15 p3=1 obj#=51836
WAIT #4: nam='gc cr block 2-way' ela= 442 p1=6 p2=89 p3=67 obj#=51836
WAIT #4: nam='gc cr block 2-way' ela= 453 p1=6 p2=239 p3=68 obj#=51836

FETCH #4:c=0,e=2540,p=0,cr=10,cu=0,mis=0,r=1,dep=1,og=1
STAT #4 id=1 cnt=1 pid=0 pos=1 obj=0 op='SORT AGGREGATE (cr=10 pr=0 pw=0
time=3903 us)'
STAT #4 id=2 cnt=32 pid=1 pos=1 obj=51836 op='TABLE ACCESS FULL T7 (cr=10 pr=0
pw=0 time=2650 us)'

This is an extract of the trace file for the UPDATE statement. It shows the
wait events for the dynamic sampling consistent reads.

Block 15 of table T1 is actually mastered by RAC2, so any reads of this
block require a 3-way message exchange.

Undo blocks are usually mastered by their local nodes and therefore RAC4
can contact RAC3 directly to request the undo blocks. These consistent
reads only require a 2-way message exchange.
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Global Cache Services
Cache Fusion Example
 UPDATE statement - 10046/8

PARSING IN CURSOR #1 len=34 dep=0 uid=55 oct=6 lid=55 tim=1168417842291309
hv=3829255502 ad='2b8d04dc'
UPDATE t7 SET c2 = 20 WHERE c1 = 5
END OF STMT
PARSE #1:c=10998,e=61121,p=0,cr=11,cu=0,mis=1,r=0,dep=0,og=1

WAIT #1: nam='gc cr block 3-way' ela= 702 p1=8 p2=15 p3=1 obj#=51836
WAIT #1: nam='gc cr block 2-way' ela= 447 p1=6 p2=89 p3=67 obj#=0

WAIT #1: nam='gc current block 3-way' ela= 650 p1=8 p2=15 p3=33554433
obj#=51836

EXEC #1:c=0,e=2931,p=0,cr=10,cu=1,mis=0,r=1,dep=0,og=1
WAIT #1: nam='SQL*Net message to client' ela= 5 driver id=1650815232 #bytes=1
p3=0 obj#=51836
WAIT #1: nam='SQL*Net message from client' ela= 7807082 driver id=1650815232
#bytes=1 p3=0 obj#=51836
STAT #1 id=1 cnt=0 pid=0 pos=1 obj=0 op='UPDATE T7 (cr=10 pr=0 pw=0 time=2875
us)'
STAT #1 id=2 cnt=1 pid=1 pos=1 obj=51836 op='TABLE ACCESS FULL T7 (cr=10 pr=0
pw=0 time=1665 us)'

This is a further extract of the trace file for the UPDATE statement showing
the blocks required for the UPDATE.

Although both table block 15 and undo block 89 have already been read
during dynamic sampling, they still need to be read again during the
transaction. This may be a consequence of the fact that dynamic sampling is
performed in a recursive transaction.

As block 15 is mastered by RAC2, another 3-way message exchange is
required to complete the consistent read. This is followed by a 2-way
message exchange to read undo block 89.

After the undo has been applied to the block, the transaction can confirm
that this block contains a row with c1=2. However, RAC4 only has a
consistent read version of the block; all updates must be performed on the
current version of a block.

Therefore another 3-way message exchange is required to obtain the current
version of the block from RAC4. This block contains the changes made by
RAC4, but the updated rows (c1 = 1) are locked and cannot be changed by
any other instance until the owning transaction on RAC4 commits or rolls
back the changes.
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Global Cache Services
gc cr block 3-way wait event

868

1500

1500

1500

1500

1500

212

480

212

456

Bytes

Block file 8 block 15 part 6RAC4 - ServerRAC3 - LMS1

Block file 8 block 15 part 5RAC4 - ServerRAC3 - LMS1

Block file 8 block 15 part 4RAC4 - ServerRAC3 - LMS1

Block file 8 block 15 part 3RAC4 - ServerRAC3 - LMS1

Block file 8 block 15 part 2RAC4 - ServerRAC3 - LMS1

Block file 8 block 15 part 1RAC4 - ServerRAC3 - LMS1

OKRAC2 - LMS1RAC3 - LMS1

Send file 8 block 15 to RAC4RAC3 - LMS1RAC2 - LMS1

OKRAC4 - ServerRAC2 - LMS1

Request file 8 block 15RAC2 - LMS1RAC4 - Server

DescriptionDestinationSource

This table shows the messages exchanged between the different instances to
perform a 3-way consistent read on a block.

RAC4 requests the read for a block that is currently held by RAC3. RAC2 is
the resource master for the block.

This message exchange shows as a gc cr block 3-way wait event
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Global Cache Services
gc cr block 3-way wait event

RAC1

RAC2

RAC4

1318

RAC3

Resource
Master

1,40
2,44

1,42
2,44

UPDATE t1
SET c2 = 50

WHERE c1 = 2;

1

2

3

4 5

10

6
7

8
9

1,42
2,44
1,42
2,44

This slide shows the actual UDP messages exchanged during a gc cr block
3-way wait event.

The session on RAC4 sends a message to RAC2 LMS requesting a
consistent read version of the block (1). RAC2 sends an acknowledgement
to RAC4 (2)

RAC2 LMS checks in the Global Resource Directory and discovers that
RAC3 has the current (and only) version of the block. RAC2 LMS sends a
message to RAC3 LMS requesting it to ship a copy of the block to RAC4
(3). RAC3 LMS sends an acknowledgement back to RAC2 LMS (4).

RAC3 LMS then sends the block to RAC4. As the default MTU size is
1500, it takes 6 packets to transfer the 8192 byte block plus some header
information (messages 5 to 10)

As this is a consistent read, RAC4 does not have to return any status
information to RAC2 on receipt of the block.
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Global Cache Services
gc cr block 2-way wait event
 2-way Consistent Read

868

1500

1500

1500

1500

1500

212

400

Bytes

Block file 6 block 69 part 6RAC4 - ServerRAC3 - LMS1

Block file 6 block 69 part 5RAC4 - ServerRAC3 - LMS1

Block file 6 block 69 part 4RAC4 - ServerRAC3 - LMS1

Block file 6 block 69 part 3RAC4 - ServerRAC3 - LMS1

Block file 6 block 69 part 2RAC4 - ServerRAC3 - LMS1

Block file 6 block 69 part 1RAC4 - ServerRAC3 - LMS1

OKRAC4 - ServerRAC3 - LMS1

Request file 6 block 69RAC3 - LMS1RAC4 - Server

DescriptionDestinationSource

This table shows the messages exchanged between the different instances to
perform a 2-way consistent read on a block.

RAC4 requests the read for a block that is currently held by RAC3. RAC3 is
also the resource master for the block. In a four-node cluster, RAC3 will be
the default master for 25% of the blocks. This proportion may be skewed up
or down if dynamic remastering has occurred.

This message exchange shows as a gc cr block 2-way wait event
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Global Cache Services
gc cr block 2-way wait event

RAC1

RAC2

RAC4

1318

RAC3

Resource
Master

1,40
2,44

1,40
2,44

UPDATE t1
SET c2 = 50

WHERE c1 = 2;

1 2

3
4

5
6

7
8

1,40
2,44
1,40
2,44

STOP

This slide shows the actual UDP messages exchanged during a gc cr block
2-way wait event.

The session on RAC4 sends a message to RAC3 LMS requesting a
consistent read version of the block (1). RAC3 LMS sends an
acknowledgement to RAC4 (2)

As RAC3 is the resource master and currently owns the block, RAC3 LMS
does not need to contact any other instance (hence 2-way)

RAC3 LMS then sends a consistent read copy of the block to RAC4. As the
default MTU size is 1500, it takes 6 packets to transfer the 8192 byte block
plus some header information (messages 3 to 8)

As this is a consistent read, RAC4 does not have to return any status
information to RAC3 on receipt of the block.
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Global Cache Services
gc current block 3-way wait event
 3-way Current Read

212OKRAC4 - LMS1RAC2 - LMS1

244Received file 8 block 15RAC2 - LMS1RAC4 - LMS1

868

1500

1500

1500

1500

1500

212

480

212

456

Bytes

Block file 8 block 15 part 6RAC4 - ServerRAC3 - LMS1

Block file 8 block 15 part 5RAC4 - ServerRAC3 - LMS1

Block file 8 block 15 part 4RAC4 - ServerRAC3 - LMS1

Block file 8 block 15 part 3RAC4 - ServerRAC3 - LMS1

Block file 8 block 15 part 2RAC4 - ServerRAC3 - LMS1

Block file 8 block 15 part 1RAC4 - ServerRAC3 - LMS1

OKRAC2 - LMS1RAC3 - LMS1

Send file 8 block 15 to RAC4RAC3 - LMS1RAC2 - LMS1

OKRAC4 - ServerRAC2 - LMS1

Request file 8 block 15RAC2 - LMS1RAC4 - Server

DescriptionDestinationSource

In this example, RAC4 requests a current read for a block that is currently
held by RAC2. RAC3 is the resource master for the block

The main difference between this example and the 3-way consistent read is
that RAC4 sends an acknowledgement back to the master (to update the
resource status) after the block has been received.
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11

Global Cache Services
gc current block 3-way wait event

RAC1

RAC2

RAC4

1318

RAC3

Resource
Master

1,40
2,44

1,42
2,44

UPDATE t1
SET c2 = 50

WHERE c1 = 2;

1

2

3

4 5

10

6
7

8
9

1,42
2,44

12

UPDATE t1
SET c2 = 42

WHERE c1 = 1;

RAC3 saves past image of the dirty block until RAC4 writes the block to disk

1,42
2,44

1,42
2,50

STOP

This slide shows the actual UDP messages exchanged during a gc current
block 3-way wait event.

The session on RAC4 sends a message to RAC2 LMS requesting a current
version of the block (1). RAC2 sends an acknowledgement to RAC4 (2)

RAC2 LMS checks in the Global Resource Directory and discovers that
RAC3 has the current version of the block. RAC2 LMS sends a message to
RAC3 LMS requesting it to ship the current version of the block to RAC4
(3). RAC3 LMS sends an acknowledgement back to RAC2 LMS (4).

RAC3 LMS then sends the block to RAC4. As the default MTU size is
1500, it takes 6 packets to transfer the 8192 byte block plus some header
information (messages 5 to 10)

In this case RAC3 will retain a PI version of the block until RAC4 commits
or rolls back any subsequent changes.

As this is a current read, RAC4 sends a status update to the resource master
RAC2 on receipt of the block.
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Global Cache Services
Past Images
 When an instance passes a dirty block to another instance it

 Flushes redo buffer to redo log

 Retains past image (PI) of block in buffer cache

PI is retained until another instance writes block to disk

Used to reduce recovery times

 Recorded in V$BH.STATUS as PI

Based on X$BH.STATE (value 8 in Oracle 10.2)

When an instance passes a dirty block to another instance it flushes the redo
buffer to redo log ensuring that all changes are stored on disk. However, it
does not write the dirty block back to disk at this point. Instead, the instance
retains a past image (PI) of the block in the buffer cache. Past images are
retained until another instance writes the block back to disk. They are
intended to reduce recovery times.

You can find out how many past images are currently in the buffer cache
using the following query:

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM v$bh WHERE status = 'PI';

You can also obtain the same information from X$BH. In Oracle 10.2 use

SELECT COUNT(*) FROM x$bh WHERE state = 8;
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Global Cache Services
gc cr grant 2-way wait event
 2-way Consistent Read

212

276

212

400

Bytes

OKRAC3 - LMS1RAC4 - Server

Grant read file 6 block 69RAC4 - ServerRAC3 - LMS1

OKRAC4 - ServerRAC3 - LMS1

Request file 6 block 69RAC3 - LMS1RAC4 - Server

DescriptionDestinationSource

This table shows the messages exchanged between the different instances
for a 2-way consistent read grant

RAC4 requests a consistent read of block 6/69. In this example the block
does not exist in the buffer cache of any instance. Consequently, no
instances currently have any locks on the block. As RAC4 has only
requested a consistent read copy, the resource master (RAC3) grants RAC4
permission to perform the consistent read directly from disk.

This operation generates 10046/8 trace similar to the following:

WAIT #1: nam='gc cr grant 2-way' ela= 222 p1=6 p2=69 p3=4 obj#=51866
tim=1169728375492128

WAIT #1: nam='db file sequential read' ela= 557 file#=6 block#=69
blocks=1 obj#=51866 tim=1169728375492738
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Global Cache Services
gc cr grant 2-way wait event

RAC1

RAC2

RAC4

1318

RAC3

Resource
Master

1,40
2,44
1,40
2,44

1,40
2,44

SELECT c2
FROM t1

WHERE c1 = 1;

1 2

5 6

34

STOP

This slide shows the actual UDP messages exchanged during a gc cr grant
2-way wait event.

The session on RAC4 sends a message to RAC3 LMS requesting a
consistent read version of the block (1). RAC3 LMS sends an
acknowledgement to RAC4 (2)

No instances currently have a version of block, so RAC3 LMS sends a
message to RAC4 (3) granting permission to read the block from disk.
RAC4 sends an acknowledgement to (4).

RAC4 sends a read request to the disk (5) and the block is returned (6).
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Global Cache Services
gc cr multi block request wait event

212

772

212

1872

Bytes

OKRAC3 - LMS1RAC4 - Server

Grant file 8 blocks 69-73 to RAC4RAC4 - ServerRAC3 - LMS1

OKRAC4 - ServerRAC3 - LMS1

Request file 8 blocks 69-73RAC3 - LMS1RAC4 - Server

DescriptionDestinationSource

This table shows the messages exchanged between the different instances to
perform a multi block request.

RAC4 requests a multi-block read on a range of blocks that are mastered by
RAC3. In this example, these blocks are not in the buffer cache of any other
instance.

The multiblock request is sent as a single packet. Internally, however, it is
an array of five requests appended to a header. As such there is actually no
reason why the multi block request should request contiguous blocks or even
include blocks from other objects. However, in all observed cases, the multi
block request is for a range of contiguous blocks in the same extent. In
Oracle 10.2.0.3 (32 bit) the request structure for each block is 340 bytes in
length.

The multiblock request is too large to fit into a single packet and therefore it
has to be split across two network packets.

In this example, the resource master (LMS1 on RAC3) simply grants RAC4
permission to read the blocks. Again the reply is sent in a single network
packet as an array of five structures, one for each block appended to a
header. In Oracle 10.2.0.3 (32 bit) the reply structure for each block is 124
bytes in length.
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Global Cache Services
gc cr multi block request wait event

RAC1

RAC2

RAC4

1318

RAC3

Resource
Master

SELECT c2
FROM t1

WHERE c1 = 1;

1 2

5 6

34

1,40
2,44

1,40
2,44

1,40
2,44

1,40
2,44

1,40
2,44

1,40
2,44

1,40
2,44

1,40
2,44

1,40
2,44

1,40
2,44

1,40
2,44

1,40
2,44

1,40
2,44

1,40
2,44

1,40
2,44

STOP

This slide shows the actual UDP messages exchanged during a gc cr multi
block request wait event

The session on RAC4 sends a message to RAC3 LMS requesting a
consistent read versions of the blocks (1). RAC3 LMS sends an
acknowledgement to RAC4 (2)

No instances currently have a version of the blocks, so RAC3 LMS sends a
message to RAC4 (3) granting permission to read the blocks from disk.
RAC4 sends an acknowledgement to (4).

RAC4 sends a read request to the disk (5) and the blocks are returned (6).
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Global Cache Services
gc cr multi block request wait event
 The following 10046/8 trace is for a gc cr multi block request

WAIT #2: nam='gc cr multi block request' ela= 722 file#=4
block#=248 class#=1 obj#=51866 tim=1169728375495574

WAIT #2: nam='db file scattered read' ela= 10437 file#=4 block#=244
blocks=5 obj#=51866 tim=1169728375506092

 This trace can be misleading because:

 the gc cr multi block request specifies the LAST block in
the range

 the gc cr multi block request does not specify how many
blocks should be read

 the gc cr multi block request does not specify how many
blocks have been returned from another instance

The gc multi block request wait event can be misleading.

The wait event only specifies the last block requested (in this case block
248). It does not show how many other blocks were requested (in this case
blocks 244, 245, 246, 247 and 248). So you cannot deduce the size of the
request or reply packets.

In addition, some of the blocks may have already existed on other instances
and returned over the interconnect generating additional interconnect traffic.
Alternatively they may have already existed in the local buffer cache in
which case they would not have generated any interconnect traffic.

It is possible to derive some values from the surrounding wait events. For
example in this case the subsequent db file scattered read event tells us that
in fact the local instance read all five blocks directly from disk. The db file
scattered read event is much better instrumented, so we know that the
physical read started at block 244 and included five contiguous blocks.
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Global Cache Services
UDP Messages
 There are two types of message exchanged within RAC

 These are PROBABLY defined as follows

 Synchronous

These messages require an acknowledgement for each
packet

 In some cases the acknowledgement packet can be
larger than the original request

e.g. SCN synchronization

 Asynchronous

These messages do not require an individual
acknowledgement for each packet

e.g. block transfers between instances

Although RAC uses UDP messages to implement Cache Fusion, for many
messages Oracle appears to implement a TCP-like protocol on top of UDP.
This means that many message packets require an acknowledgement before
processing can proceed.

However, it would not be appropriate to use TCP to deliver messages as this
would impact the transmission of data blocks which must be divided into
multiple packets because of the default MTU size of 1500 bytes. If an
acknowledgement was required for each packet, this would greatly slow
down block transmission between instances.
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Global Cache Services
Lock Modes
 Lock modes can be:

 Null

Another instance can hold an exclusive or shared lock

 Shared

Another instance can hold a shared lock but not an
exclusive lock

 Exclusive

 No other instances can hold shared or exclusive locks

 Locks can also be:

 Local

No other instance has held an exclusive lock

 Global

Another instance has held an exclusive lock in the past

The current lock status for a block is usually expressed in terms of the
above. For example NL0 is a NULL lock held in exclusive mode; XG0 is an
exclusive lock held in global mode.

It is possible for locks to be held in both global and local mode by different
instances concurrently. This appears to be because, when a lock is converted
to global, the lock elements on other instances are not updated immediately.
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Global Cache Services
Fairness Threshold
 Intended to prevent unnecessary lock downgrades when other

instances only require read-only copies

 For write to read transfers

 Writing instance retains X lock

 Reading instance retains null lock

 If _fairness_threshold reached then

 Writing instance downgrades X lock to S lock

 Reading instance receives S lock

 _fairness_threshold default value is 4

The fairness threshold was introduced in Oracle 8.1.5 and is intended to
prevent unnecessary lock downgrades when other instances only require
read-only copies. For write to read transfers until the fairness threshold is
reached the writing instance retains an X lock on the relevant block whilst
the reading instance retains null lock on the same block. When the fairness
threshold is reached, the writing instance downgrades to an S lock while the
reading instance upgrades to an S lock.

Consider a scenario where instance 1 holds an exclusive lock on a block and
instance 2 wants to read that block and therefore holds a null lock.

Before the introduction of the fairness threshold, instance 1 would
downgrade its lock to shared and send the block to instance 2 which would
upgrade its lock to shared.

The fairness threshold modifies this behaviour. Until the fairness threshold
is reached, instance 1 will retain its exclusive lock and instance 2 will retain
its null lock. Each time instance 2 requests the block, a count is
incremented. If the block is requested more than the number of times
specified by the value of the _fairness_threshold parameter, then instance 1
will downgrade its exclusive lock to a shared lock and instance 2 will
upgrade its shared lock to exclusive.

The default value of the _fairness_threshold parameter is 4 and its purpose is
to reduce the number of lock conversions
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Global Cache Services
Lock Elements
 Lock elements are externalized in the V$LOCK_ELEMENT

dynamic performance view

 Based on X$LE

 Additional information is available in the X$LE view

 Past image buffers do not have a lock element

 In OPS one lock element could manage a contiguous range of
blocks

 Still can in RAC using GC_FILES_PER_LOCK parameter

 Disables Cache Fusion

The V$LOCK_ELEMENT dynamic performance view is based on the
X$LE fixed view and shows the current state of the lock elements for all
buffers in the instance.

The X$LE fixed view is the underlying view for the V$LOCK_ELEMENT
dynamic performance view.

LE_ADDR is the address of the lock element structure.

LE_KJBL is the address of the GCS client structure within the lock element.

In addition to the columns required by V$LOCK_ELEMENT, X$LE also
externalizes the address of the lock element (LE_ADDR) and the address of
the GCS client (LE_KJBL).
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Global Cache Services
Lock Elements

 Contain embedded GCS Client structures (KJBL)

Lock
Element

GCS
Client

Buffer
Header

Lock
Element

GCS
Client

Buffer
Header

Buffer
Header

Lock
Element

GCS
Client

Buffer
Header

Not every buffer header has a lock element. However, by default, where a
lock element exists there is a one-to-one relationship between lock elements
and buffers.

In OPS and non-default configurations it is possible for a lock element to
span a range of blocks.

The buffer header is stored in the same granule as the buffer; the lock
element is stored in the shared pool.

The lock element stores the current lock mode of the buffer. This can be
null, shared or exclusive.

The lock element contains an embedded structure known as the GCS client
(KJBL). This is effectively a lock placed on the block by the local instance.
Remote instances would hold locks on the same local block using GCS
shadow structures (also KJBL).

Not every buffer header has a lock element.
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Global Cache Services
Memory Structures

KJBRKJBR

KJBL

BH BH

LE

KJBL

LE

KJBL

GCS
Client

GCS
Shadow

GCS
Resource

Block
Header

Lock
Element

GCS Shadow
describes blocks

held by other
instances, but

mastered locally

This slide shows the relationship between buffer headers, lock elements,
GCS clients, GCS shadows and the GCS resources (KJBR). Every block has
a GCS resource. All global locks are held against the GCS resource using
GCS clients for the local instance and GCS shadows for remote instances.

GCS shadows describe blocks that are held by other instances, but are
mastered locally.
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Global Cache Services
Memory Structures
 GCS Resources (KJBR)

 Stored in segmented array

 Number of GCS resource structures determined by

_gcs_resources parameter

 Externalized in X$KJBR

 Number of free GCS resource structures in X$KJBRFX

 GCS Enqueues (Clients / Shadows) (KJBL)

 GCS clients embedded in lock elements

 GCS shadows stored in segmented array

 Number of GCS shadow structures determined by

_gcs_shadow_locks parameter

 Externalized in X$KJBL

 Number of free GCS shadow structures in X$KJBLFX

GCS Resources

GCS resource structures are stored in a segmented array. Unused GCS
resource structures are stored in a freelist. The number of GCS resource
structures currently on the free list is externalized in X$KJBRFX.

The X$KJBR dynamic performance view externalizes the GCS resource
structure. Useful columns include KJBRNAME which is the resource name
and KJBRMASTER which is the resource master.

Three lists are maintained from the KJBR structure which are the grant
queue, converters queue and writers queue. All GCS clients and GCS
shadows with an interest in this resource (block) will be placed on one of
these queues.

GCS Enqueues (Shadows/Clients)

GCS clients embedded in lock elements; GCS shadows stored in segmented
array. The number of GCS shadow structures is determined by the
_gcs_shadow_locks parameter. Both GCS clients and GCS shadows are
externalized in X$KJBL. Unused GCS shadow structures are stored in a
freelist. The number of GCS shadow structures currently on the free list is
externalized in X$KJBLFX.

The X$KJBL fixed view externalizes the GCS client and GCS shadow
structures.
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Global Cache Services
Dumps
 To dump the contents of the global cache use:

ALTER SESSION SET EVENTS
'IMMEDIATE TRACE NAME GC_ELEMENTS LEVEL 1';

GLOBAL CACHE ELEMENT DUMP (address: 0x21fecd18):
id1: 0x3591 id2: 0x10000 obj: 181 block: (1/13713)
lock: SL rls: 0x0000 acq: 0x0000 latch: 0
flags: 0x41 fair: 0 recovery: 0 fpin: 'kdswh05: kdsgrp'
bscn: 0x0.18a9c bctx: (nil) write: 0 scan: 0x0 xflg: 0 xid: 0x0.0.0

GCS CLIENT 0x21fecd60,1 sq[(nil),(nil)] resp[(nil),0x3591.10000] pkey 181
grant 1 cvt 0 mdrole 0x21 st 0x20 GRANTQ rl LOCAL
master 1 owner 0 sid 0 remote[(nil),0] hist 0x7c
history 0x3c.0x1.0x0.0x0.0x0.0x0. cflag 0x0 sender 2 flags 0x0 replay# 0
disk: 0x0000.00000000 write request: 0x0000.00000000
pi scn: 0x0000.00000000
msgseq 0x1 updseq 0x0 reqids[1,0,0] infop 0x0
pkey 181
hv 107 [stat 0x0, 1->1, wm 32767, RMno 0, reminc 6, dom 0]
kjga st 0x4, step 0.0.0, cinc 8, rmno 10, flags 0x0
lb 0, hb 0, myb 178, drmb 178, apifrz 0

You can dump the contents of the global cache using

ALTER SESSION SET EVENTS

'IMMEDIATE TRACE NAME GC_ELEMENTS LEVEL 1';

The dump includes both GCS client and GCS shadow locking information.

This slide shows a GC_ELEMENTS dump for a block that is held by the
local instance. The first five lines show general information about the block
and include the block number (in this case file 1 block 13713). Id1 contains
the block number (0x3591 = 13713) Id2 contains the file number (0x10000
is file # 1). Also included is the data object number (181)

Most of the GCS client information is taken from the embedded KJBL
structure in the lock element. The KJBL structure contains a pointer to the
KJBR structure and some of the information in this part of the dump is taken
directly from the resource, for example the current master.
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Global Cache Services
Dumps
 Continued

GLOBAL CACHE ELEMENT DUMP (address: 0x237f4358):
id1: 0x6a39 id2: 0x10000 obj: 74 block: (1/27193)
lock: SL rls: 0x0000 acq: 0x0000 latch: 0
flags: 0x41 fair: 0 recovery: 0 fpin: 'kdswh05: kdsgrp'
bscn: 0x0.26992 bctx: (nil) write: 0 scan: 0x0 xflg: 0 xid: 0x0.0.0

GCS SHADOW 0x237f43a0,1 sq[0x2ee64e8c,0x2eff3858] resp[0x2ee64e74,0x6a39.10000] pkey 74
grant 1 cvt 0 mdrole 0x21 st 0x40 GRANTQ rl LOCAL
master 0 owner 0 sid 0 remote[(nil),0] hist 0x12a5
.....

GCS RESOURCE 0x2ee64e74 hashq [0x2ee61894,0x2ff57390] name[0x6a39.10000] pkey 74
grant 0x2eff3858 cvt (nil) send (nil),0 write (nil),0@65535
flag 0x0 mdrole 0x1 mode 1 scan 0 role LOCAL
.....

GCS SHADOW 0x2eff3858,1 sq[0x237f43a0,0x2ee64e8c] resp[0x2ee64e74,0x6a39.10000] pkey 74
grant 1 cvt 0 mdrole 0x21 st 0x40 GRANTQ rl LOCAL
master 0 owner 1 sid 0 remote[0x23fea160,1] hist 0x65f
.....

GCS SHADOW 0x237f43a0,1 sq[0x2ee64e8c,0x2eff3858] resp[0x2ee64e74,0x6a39.10000] pkey 74
grant 1 cvt 0 mdrole 0x21 st 0x40 GRANTQ rl LOCAL
master 0 owner 0 sid 0 remote[(nil),0] hist 0x12a5
.....

This slide shows the GC_ELEMENTS dump for a block that is currently
held by a remote instance. In this case the block has been granted to two
instances and therefore there are two GCS shadow structures.

The information about one of the GCS shadow structures is always repeated
in this dump. This seems to be a design feature in the dump rather than an
error in the SGA. It is related to the algorithm used by the dump to traverse
the structures in the SGA.
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Global Cache Services
Block Mastering
 Each block is mastered on one instance

 Block DBA is reported by X$KJBR.KJBRNAME

Names have the format:

[<block_number>][<file_number>][BL]

For example

[0x137][0x40000][BL]

 Ordering by X$KJBR.KJBRNAME is difficult because the
resource names do not collate when sorted e.g.:

 is file# 4, block# 311

[0x12E][0x40000][BL]

[0x12F][0x40000][BL]

[0x13][0x40000][BL]

[0x130][0x40000][BL]

[0x131][0x40000][BL]

etc...

Each block is mastered by one instance. The current master for any block is
reported by X$KJBR.KJBRMASTER.

The block database block addresss (DBA) is reported by
X$KJBR.KJBRNAME.

Names have the format

[<block_number>][<file_number>].[BL]

For example

[0x1234][0x20000].[BL]

This is unfortunate as the resource names do not collate. Therefore it is very
difficult to write a simple query that returns all the blocks currently in the
KJBR structures in any useful order.
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Global Cache Services
Block Mastering
 Some useful functions

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION get_file_number (p_resource_name VARCHAR2)
RETURN INTEGER
IS

pos1 INTEGER := INSTR (p_resource_name,'x',1,2);
pos2 INTEGER := INSTR (p_resource_name,']',1,2);
s VARCHAR2(30) := SUBSTR (p_resource_name,pos1+1,pos2-pos1-1);

BEGIN
RETURN TO_NUMBER (s,'XXXXXXXX') / 65536;

END;
/

CREATE OR REPLACE FUNCTION get_block_number (p_resource_name VARCHAR2)
RETURN INTEGER
IS

pos1 INTEGER := INSTR (p_resource_name,'x',1,1);
pos2 INTEGER := INSTR (p_resource_name,']',1,1);
s VARCHAR2(30) := SUBSTR (p_resource_name,pos1+1,pos2-pos1-1);

BEGIN
RETURN TO_NUMBER (s,'XXXXXXXX');

END;
/

The functions shown above can be used to extract the file number and the
block number from the resource name column in various dynamic
performance views and fixed views.

For example:

SELECT
get_file_number (kjbrname) AS file_number,
get_block_number (kjbrname) AS block_number,
kjbrmaster AS master

FROM x$kjbr;
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Global Cache Services
Block Mastering
 In Oracle 10.2 block mastering is determined by

 _lm_contiguous_res_count

 Specifies number of contiguous blocks that will hash to the
same HV bucket

 Defaults to 128

 For example

etcetc

0x5FF0x580

0x4FF0x480

0x3FF0x380

0x2FF0x280

EndStart

0x1FF0x180

0x0FF0x080

etcetc

0x57F0x500

0x47F0x400

0x37F0x300

0x27F0x200

EndStart

0x17F0x100

0x07F0x000

Instance 0 Instance 1

In Oracle 10.2 block mastering is determined by the
_lm_contiguous_res_count. This parameter, which defaults to 128 specifies
the number of contiguous blocks that will hash to the same bucket and
therefore be assigned to the same master.

So by default in Oracle 10.2, each master will have ranges of 128 blocks
assigned to it. If there are only two nodes in the cluster, then the masters will
have alternate ranges of 128 blocks as shown on the slide.
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Global Cache Services
Block Mastering
 In Oracle 10.1 and below block mastering is determined by a

hash function

 Algorithm applied to groups of 1289 contiguous blocks

 In two node cluster

 Instance 0 has 645 blocks

 Instance 1 has 644 blocks

etc

 In three node cluster

 Instance 0 has 430 blocks

 Instance 2 has 215 blocks

 Instance 1 has 430 blocks

 Instance 2 has 214 blocks

etc

 Beware of small hot tables and indexes....

In Oracle 10.1 and below, the block mastering is determined by a hash
function. The hash function is applied to groups of 1289 contiguous blocks
and adjusted to minimize the amount of remastering necessary when a new
instance joins the cluster.

For example in a two node cluster

•Instance 0 has 645 blocks

•Instance 1 has 644 blocks

In a three node cluster

•Instance 0 has 430 blocks

•Instance 2 has 215 blocks

•Instance 1 has 430 blocks

•Instance 2 has 214 blocks

Instance 2 is allocated 215 blocks from the original 645 blocks allocated to
instance 0 and 214 blocks from the original 214 blocks allocated to instance
1.

The potentially large range of blocks may be a problem if you have a hot
table or index as one instance may be the master for all the blocks in the hot
object.
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Global Cache Services
Block Mastering
 The following table shows that masters are still assigned to

ranges of 128 contiguous blocks in a four-node cluster

114071280

212791024

01023896

1895768

3767640

3639512

3511384

2383256

2255128

11270

MasterEnd BlockStart Block

The table in the above slide shows the distribution of masters in a four-node
cluster for an object containing around 2000 contiguous blocks.

In the above test, the instances had been started in order i.e. RAC1,. RAC2,
RAC3, RAC4 and each instance had been allowed to start up completely
before the next instance was started.

A single full table scan had been performed against the table, thereby
ensuring that no dynamic remastering had occurred.

The test shows that masters are not assigned to ranges of 128 contiguous
blocks on a round-robin basis as might have appeared to be the case in a
two-node cluster.
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Global Cache Services
Dynamic Remastering
 In Oracle 9.2

 documentation describes dynamic remastering

 not implemented in code

 In Oracle 10.1

 work at data file level

 very high threshold so difficult to test

 does occur on some customer sites

 In Oracle 10.2

 works at segment level

 thresholds are relatively low

Dynamic remastering is the ability to change the current master for a set of
blocks to achieve node affinity. The benefit of resource mastering is a
reduction in interconnect traffic and an increase in response time.

In Oracle 9.2 the documentation describes dynamic remastering, but it was
never implemented in the code.

In Oracle 10.1, dynamic remastering works at data file level. The threshold
is relatively high, so it is difficult to test. However, if the datafile sizes are
small enough, dynamic remastering does work in this release and I do have a
customer for whom dynamic remastering is activated every night during
their batch run.

In Oracle 10.1, dynamic remastering may cause the LMON background
process to crash. This is bug 3659289 and a patch is available. It is fixed in
Oracle 10.1.05 and 10.2.0.1

In Oracle 10.2, dynamic remastering works at segment level. The thresholds
are relatively low, so it is possible to see remastering occur even for
relatively trivial tests.
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Global Cache Services
Dynamic Remastering
 Example

SELECT data_object_id FROM dba_objects
WHERE owner = 'US01'AND object_name = 'T1';

OBJECT_ID
---------
52084

ORADEBUG LKDEBUG -m pkey 52084

 To remaster object at current instance use:

 All blocks now mastered by the current instance

 To redistribute masters to all available instances use:

ORADEBUG LKDEBUG -m dpkey 52084

 Blocks mastered by both (all) instances again

You can force remastering of an object in Oracle 10.1 and above using the
LKDEBUG tool in ORADEBUG.

First you need to identify a data object id, for example:

SELECT data_object_id FROM dba_objects
WHERE owner = 'US01'AND object_name = 'T1';

OBJECT_ID
---------
52084

To remaster the object to the current instance use:

ORADEBUG LKDEBUG -m pkey 52084

All blocks will now be mastered by the current instance:

To redistribute the masters back to the original instances use:

ORADEBUG LKDEBUG -m dpkey 52084

Blocks will be mastered back to all instances again.
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Global Cache Services
Dynamic Remastering
 Object remastering is recorded in V$GCSPFMASTER_INFO

 Instances are internally numbered 0, 1 etc

 Initially contains no rows

 After remastering object 52084 to instance 0

SELECT object_id, current_master, previous_master
FROM v$gcspfmaster_info;

 After remastering object 52084 to instance 1

32767052084

Previous MasterCurrent MasterObject ID

0152084

Previous MasterCurrent MasterObject ID

The V$GCSPFMASTER_INFO dynamic performance view shows which
objects have been remastered.

Instances are internally numbered 0, 1 etc

After remastering object 52084 to instance 0, V$GCSPFMASTER_INFO
will contain a row for object 52084 showing the current master as 0 and the
previous master as 32767.

If object 52084 is remastered to instance 1 then V$GCSPFMASTER_INFO
will contain a row for object 52084 showing the current master as 1 and the
previous master as 0.

.
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Global Cache Services
Dynamic Remastering
 In Oracle 10.2 and above, information about Dynamic

Remastering operations is also reported in the following fixed
views

 X$KJDRMREQ

Dynamic Remastering Requests

 X$KJDRMAFNSTATS

File Remastering Statistics

 X$KJDRMHVSTATS

Hash Value Statistics

In Oracle 10.2 and above, information about dynamic remastering
operations is also reported in three new fixed views.

•X$KJDRMREQ
- returns information about the queue of dynamic remastering requests

•X$KJDRMAFNSTATS
- returns statistics about file remastering

•X$KJDRMHVSTATS
- returns statistics about hash values
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Global Cache Services
Dynamic Remastering
 In Oracle 11.1 and above, Dynamic Remastering statistics are

reported in V$DYNAMIC_REMASTER_STATS

NUMBERCURRENT_OBJECTS

NUMBERREPLAYED_LOCKS_RECEIVED

NUMBERREPLAYED_LOCKS_SENT

NUMBERRESOURCES_CLEANED

NUMBERSYNC_TIME

NUMBERFIXWRITE_TIME

NUMBERREPLAY_TIME

NUMBERCLEANUP_TIME

NUMBERFREEZE_TIME

NUMBERQUIESCE_TIME

NUMBERREMASTERED_OBJECTS

NUMBERREMASTER_TIME

NUMBERREMASTER_OPS

Data TypeCol;umn Name

V$DYNAMIC_REMASTER_STATS is based on X$KJDMAFNSTATS.
Therefore the same information is available through the fixed view in Oracle
10.2

V$DYNAMIC_REMASTER_STATS executes the following query:

SELECT
inst_id,drms,avg_drm_time,objects_per_drm,quiesce_t,frz_t,
cleanup_t,replay_t, fixwrite_t,sync_y,res_cleaned, replay_s, my_objects

FROM x$kjdrmafnstats;
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Global Cache Services
Dynamic Remastering
 Dynamic remastering is coordinated by the LMD0 background

 The LMD0 process background process includes limited
details of dynamic remastering operations

 Excessive dynamic remastering can cause instance freezes

 Observed in both Oracle 10.1 and 10.2

 Oracle Support occasionally recommends that dynamic
remastering is disabled using the following parameters:

_gc_affinity_time = 0
_gc_undo_affinity=FALSE

_gc_affinity_time - if non zero, then enable dynamic object affinity

_gc_undo_affinity - if TRUE (default) then enable dynamic undo affinity
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Global Cache Services
System Change Number
 In RAC clusters SCN must be maintained across all nodes in

cluster

 SCN propagation scheme differs according to version

 In Oracle 10.1and below defaults to Lamport algorithm

Lamport or SCN Scheme 2 in alert.log

SCN piggy-backed on GCS/GES messages

Recorded in redo log

Default delay of 7 seconds

 In Oracle 10.2 and above uses a new algorithm

SCN Scheme 3 in alert.log

Broadcast on commit

Apparently no delay
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Global Cache Services
System Change Number
 System Change Number algorithm is determined by the

MAX_COMMIT_PROPAGATION_DELAY parameter

 In Oracle 10.1 and below

 Initialization parameter specified in centriseconds

 Default value is 700 centiseconds (7 seconds)

 Specifies maximum time taken for a COMMIT on one node
to be reflected on other nodes in the cluster

 For some applications performing rapid updates and
queries of the same data from different instances, value
must be set to 0 (Broadcast on commit)

 Examples include:

E-Business suite

SAP

The MAX_COMMIT_PROPAGATION_DELAY parameter specifies the
maximum amount of time allowed before the system change number (SCN)
held in the SGA of an instance is refreshed by the log writer process
(LGWR). The local SCN is refreshed by Global Cache Services (GCS)
when getting the snapshot SCN for a query.

In Oracle 10.1 and below, the recommended value for this parameter is 700
centiseconds. However, for some applications that perform rapid updates
and queries of the same data in different instances, the SCN must be
refreshed more frequently in which case the parameter should be set to 0.
This cases the SCN to be refreshed immediately after a commit.

See Metalink Note 259454.1 MAX_COMMIT_PROPAGATION_DELAY
in a Real Application Clusters environment
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Global Cache Services
System Change Number
 In Oracle 10.2 and above

 Default value of MAX_COMMIT_PROPAGATION_DELAY
parameter is 0

 SCN broadcast on commit method is used

 SCN updates are synchronized immediately

 SCN is synchronized

 after current read

 before block updated

 This ensures correct SCN is written to block

In Oracle 10.1 and below, the following message is written to the alert log
when the first instance in the database is started:

Picked latch-free SCN scheme 2

With the default setting for MAX_COMMIT_PROPAGATION_DELAYof
700 seconds, when the second and subsequent instances are started the
following message is written to the alert log

Picked Lamport scheme to generate SCNs
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Global Cache Services
Broadcast on Commit
 Ethernet broadcast is not used

 SCN is synchronized by updating instance

 Sends UDP SCN synchronization message to each remote
instance

 Remote instances respond with their current SCN

 Another round of messages may be required if remote SCNs
are more recent than local SCN

 Synchronization occurs every time an instance needs a new
SCN

 Synchronization is always performed by the updating instance

 Number of messages = 4 x (number of instances - 1)

In my test environment there are 2 LMS background processes per instance.
However, LMS0 background processes always appears to be responsible for
coordinating the SCN
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Global Cache Services
Broadcast on Commit
 In a 4-node cluster 12 messages are exchanged

212

192

212

192

212

192

212

192

212

192

212

192

Bytes

Send current SCNRAC4-LMS0RAC1-LMS0

OKRAC3-LMS0RAC4-LMS0

Send current SCNRAC4-LMS0RAC3-LMS0

OKRAC2-LMS0RAC4-LMS0

Send current SCNRAC4-LMS0RAC2-LMS0

OKRAC1-LMS0RAC4-LMS0

OKRAC4-LMS0RAC3-LMS0

Send current SCNRAC3-LMS0RAC4-LMS0

OKRAC4-LMS0RAC2-LMS0

Send current SCNRAC2-LMS0RAC4-LMS0

OKRAC4-LMS0RAC1-LMS0

Send current SCNRAC1-LMS0RAC4-LMS0

DescriptionDestinationSource

The above table shows the messages exchanged within a four-node cluster
to synchronize the SCN. All nodes were relatively idle at the time.

The instance initiating the synchronization was RAC4. Synchronization was
performed by the LMS0 background processes.

There is a rumour that during busy periods, SCN synchronization messages
are piggy-backed on other messages. However, there is no evidence yet to
confirm the degree to which this rumour is correct.
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Global Cache Service
Read Consistency
 When a read consistent version of a block is requested it may

be necessary to apply undo to a more recent version of that
block

 Undo can be applied by LMSn background process in

 Remote instance

 Local instance

 If undo applied by remote instance, any outstanding redo
must first be flushed from redo buffer of remote instance to
redo log

 Can have significant performance impact on consistent
reads

 Particularly on extended clusters
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Global Cache Service
Read Consistency
 Statistics on inter-instance consistent reads are reported in

V$CR_BLOCK_SERVER

 Reports statistics for blocks served by local instances to
remote instances including

 Number of consistent reads served

 Number of current reads served

 Number of data blocks served

 Number of undo blocks served

 Number of undo headers served

 Number of fairness down converts

 Number of log flushes

 Number of times light works rule invoked

The V$CR_BLOCK_SERVER dynamic performance view reports a number
of useful statistics.

V$CR_BLOCK_SERVER reports statistics for blocks served by local
instances to remote instances. It does not report statistics for block received
by the local instance from remote instances.
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Global Cache Service
Read Consistency
 In theory, once a block has been written to disk, the LMS

process will not attempt to read it again when responding to a
consistent read request

 Light Works Rule

 Prevents LMS processes from going to disk when
responding to CR requests for data, undo or undo segment
blocks

 Can prevent LMS process from completing its response to
a CR request
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Global Cache Service
Read Consistency
 Uncommitted changes MUST be flushed to the redo log before

the LMS process can ship a consistent block to another
instance

 Reading process must wait until redo log changes have been
written to redo log by LMS process

 Bad for standard RAC databases

 Reads must wait for redo log writes

 Worse for extended / stretch RAC clusters

 Increased latency of cross site disk communications
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Global Cache Service
Read Consistency
 For each block on which a consistent read is performed, a

redo log flush must first be performed

 Number of redo log flushes is recorded in the FLUSHES
column of V$CR_BLOCK_SERVER

 Redo log flush time

 is recorded in the gc cr block flush time statistic for the
LMS process

 will increase time taken to serve consistent block

 will increase time taken to perform consistent read

 If LMS processes become very busy, consistent reads will
experience high wait times e.g. for a full table scan
gc cr multi block request
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Global Cache Services
Read Consistency

Committed transaction on RAC2 - All blocks still in buffer cache

110

109

108

108

Redo Buffer Redo Buffer

Buffer CacheBuffer Cache

RAC1 RAC2

Redo Log

1

2

3
110 110

STOP

This example shows the impact of read-consistency in a two node cluster
containing two instances; RAC1 and RAC2.

Note that in the slides I have assumed that RAC2 happens to be the resource
master for the data block and both undo blocks. In reality there is only a 1 in
8 chance of this happening in a two node cluster, but it makes the slides
more readable.

RAC2 has read block 42 from disk at SCN 108. It has made two UPDATEs
to the block. The first change was at SCN 109 resulting in undo generated
for SCN 108 and changes to the data block at SCN 109. Redo has been
generated for both change. The second change was at SCN 110 resulting in
undo generated for SCN 109 and changes to the data block at SCN 110
(which have overwritten the changes made at SCN 109). Redo has again
been generated for both changes.

Step 1: The transaction on RAC2 is committed. The redo is flushed from the
redo buffer in RAC2 to the redo log on disk. The data block and the two
undo blocks remain in the buffer cache of RAC2.

Step 2: RAC1 requests a consistent read against the block for the most
recent SCN. The server process on RAC1 sends the request to the resource
master (not shown) which forwards it one of the LMS processes on RAC2

Step 3: As the changes to the block have already committed, the LMS
process can send the copy of the data block at SCN 110 in the buffer cache
back to the server process on RAC1. No undo is applied.
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Global Cache Services
Read Consistency

Committed transaction on RAC2 - Some blocks written to disk

110

109

108

Redo Buffer Redo Buffer

Buffer CacheBuffer Cache

RAC1 RAC2

Redo Log

1

3

2

110

110

4

110

110

STOP

This example is similar to the previous one. The transaction has been
committed, but in this case one or more of the affected blocks has been
written back to disk by the DBWn process and subsequently replaced in the
buffer cache.

Step 1: The transaction on RAC2 is committed. The redo is flushed from the
redo buffer in RAC2 to the redo log on disk. The data block and the two
undo blocks remain in the buffer cache of RAC2.

Step 2:The DBWn process writes the data block back to disk. The data block
is replaced in the buffer cache by a new block. The resource master is
informed that the block has been updated.

Step 3: RAC1 requests a consistent read against the block for the most
recent SCN. The server process on RAC1 sends the request to the resource
master.

Step 4: The resource master sends a message to the server process reporting
that the most recent version of the block is on disk. The server process reads
the updated block (SCN 110) directly from disk. No undo is applied.
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Global Cache Services
Read Consistency

Uncommitted transaction on RAC2 - All blocks still in buffer cache

110

108

Redo Buffer Redo Buffer

Buffer CacheBuffer Cache

RAC1 RAC2

Redo Log

2

3

1

108 110

4

5

6

109

110

109

109

108108

108108

STOP

In this example, the transaction on RAC2 has not yet committed, but all
blocks remain in the buffer cache. In this case the block needs to be
reconstructed to SCN 108. Oracle will always use a block from buffer cache
rather than disk, so it will attempt to rebuild the block using the blocks in
the buffer cache of RAC2. Depending on an unpublished algorithm, Oracle
may decide to rebuild the block on RAC1 or RAC2. In this example the
block has been rebuilt on RAC2.

Step 1: The server process on RAC1 requests a consistent-read version of
the block from the resource master which forwards the request to one of the
LMS processes on RAC2.

Step 2: RAC2 must flush any changes to the block to the redo log file on
disk

Step 3: The LMS process on RAC2 makes a copy of the block at SCN 110
into a new buffer in the buffer cache

Step 4: The LMS process on RAC2 applies undo to the copy of the block to
revert it to SCN 109

Step 5: The LMS process on RAC2 applies undo to the copy of the block to
revert it to SCN 108

Step 6:The LMS process on RAC2 ships the copy of the block at SCN 108
back to the server process on RAC1.
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Global Cache Services
Read Consistency

Uncommitted transaction on RAC2 - Some blocks written to disk

Redo Buffer Redo Buffer

Buffer CacheBuffer Cache

RAC1 RAC2

Redo Log

3

2

1

110

4

6

8

110
5

7 110

110

109

110

109

109

108108

108

STOP

In this example, the transaction on RAC2 has not yet committed, but some of the blocks (in
this case the data block) have been written back to disk by the DBWn process and
subsequently replaced in the buffer cache.

Step 1:The DBWn process writes the data block back to disk. The data block is replaced in
the buffer cache by a new block. The resource master is informed that the block has been
updated.

Step 2: The server process on RAC1 requests a consistent-read version of the block from
the resource master which forwards the request to one of the LMS processes on RAC2.

Step 3: RAC2 must flush any changes to the block to the redo log file on disk

Step 4:The resource master sends a message to the server process reporting that the most
recent version of the block is on disk. The LMS process on RAC1 reads the updated block
(SCN 110) directly from disk.

Step 5:The LMS process on RAC1 sends a message to the resource master requesting the
undo for change SCN 109. The master forwards the request to the LMS process on RAC2

Step 6: RAC2 returns the undo block for SCN 109 to the LMS process on RAC1. The undo
is applied to the data block returning it to SCN 109.

Step 7:The LMS process on RAC1 sends a message to the resource master requesting the
undo for change SCN 108. The master forwards the request to the LMS process on RAC2

Step 8: RAC2 returns the undo block for SCN 108 to the LMS process on RAC1. The undo
is applied to the data block on RAC 1 returning it to SCN 108.
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Global Cache Service
Read Consistency
 If possible, blocks will always be read from the cache of

another instance

 Undo blocks will be flushed to disk more frequently when:

 All columns are updated

 Indexed columns are updated

 Single rows inserted

as opposed to using array inserts

 Transactions are regularly rolled back

 Rows locked using SELECT FOR UPDATE

 Data blocks will be flushed to disk more frequently when:

 Most transactions are read-only
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Global Cache Service
Read Consistency
 Consistent read response times in RAC can be reduced by:

 Avoid reading uncommitted blocks on remote nodes

Partitioning

Limiting number of rows per block

Specifying SCN

 Minimizing size of transactions on remote nodes

Must retain ACID properties

May be possible to use application logic to synchronize
writes and reads

 Increasing number of LMS processes on remote node

Should be added dynamically by kernel

 Also by obvious hardware changes such as

 reducing latency of interconnect

 increasing disk speed
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Global Cache Services
Jumbo Frames
 By default Maximum Transmission Unit (MTU) is 1500

 MTU includes

 IP header

 UDP header

 Data

 Requires six packets to transmit one 8192 byte block

 On some adapters MTU can be increased to around 9000

 e.g. Intel PRO/1000

 At command line

ifconfig eth1 mtu 9000 up

 or in /etc/sysconfig/ifcfg-eth<x>

MTU=9000
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Global Cache Services
Jumbo Frames
 Example - cost of sending on 8192 byte block

 MTU=1500 (default)

151841472820145

84762482004812084Total

4

4

4

4

4

Ethernet
Trailer

6

4

3

2

1

Frame#

88684082014

1518147282014

1518147282014

1518147282014

1518147282014

TotalDataUDP
Header

IP HeaderEthernet
Header

82464820082014Total

4

Ethernet
Trailer

1

Frame#

8246820082014

TotalDataUDP
Header

IP HeaderEthernet
Header

 MTU=9000
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Global Cache Services
Jumbo Frames
 Not all network adapter drivers support jumbo frames

 Particularly cheap ones....

 All network adapters in private interconnect must have same
MTU size

 Switch must also be configured to support jumbo frames

 Lots of bugs and compatibility issues e.g.

 Bug 4447620: RAC UDP MTU size restricted to 1500 or 9000

 affects 10.1.0.5, 10.2,0.1

 fixed in 10.2.0.2 and above

 On Solaris IPMP use MTU of 8232
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Global Enqueue Services
Lock Requests
 Algorithm dependent on type of lock

 For example for a library cache lock e.g. LB:

 Server process sends request to LMD0 of master instance

 If successful

Master LMD0 sends status to LMD0 of server process

Server process reads status from local GRD

 If unsuccessful

Master LMD0 sends wait status to server process

Lock can subsequently be granted
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Global Enqueue Services
Lock Requests
 Successful library cache lock request

RAC1

RAC2 RAC3

RAC4

LMDO

LMDO LMDO

LMDO

Server

Lock
Master

2

3

1
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Global Enqueue Services
Lock Types
 V$LOCK_TYPE dynamic performance view

 Introduced in Oracle 10.1

 Lists all lock types

 Contains wildcards for

 Library Cache Locks (L*, E*, V*)

 Library Cache Pins (N*, G*, Y*)

 Row Cache Locks (Q*)

 Resource names are constructed using values for:

 TYPE

 ID1

 ID2

In Oracle 10.1 and above, the V$LOCK_TYPE dynamic performance view
externalizes static information about most lock types in use in the database.

All lock types are listed, but wildcards are used for

•Library Cache Locks and Pins

•Row Cache Locks

Columns are

•TYPE - type of lock e.g. TX

•NAME - name of lock

•ID1_TAG - first 32-bit identifier

•ID2_TAG - second 32-bit identifier

•DESCRIPTION - description of lock
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Global Enqueue Services
Resource Names
 Contain

 1 x two byte name

 2 x 32 bit integer tag fields

 Used with

 Resources

 Enqueues

 Locks

 Global Enqueue Services

 Global Cache Services

 Blocks are resources with resource name BL

Resource names consist of a two byte name and two 32 bit integer tag fields
which identify the resource.

Resource names are used with resources, enqueues and locks.

In Global Cache Services section we saw that for blocks the resource name
is always BL.
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Global Enqueue Services
Resource Names
 Resource names are stored consistently in internal C

structures including

 KJBR

 KJIRFT

 Other structures reference the resource names in these
structures including

 KJBL

 KJILFKT

 However, resource names are externalized inconsistently
throughout Oracle in:

 V$/GV$ dynamic performance views

 X$ fixed tables

 Dumps and trace files

Resource names are externalized inconsistently throughout Oracle in

•V$/GV$ dynamic performance views

•X$ fixed tables

•Dumps and trace files

However, resource names are stored consistently in the internal C structures
such as KJBR and KJIRFT.

Other structures such as KJBL and KJILKFT do not store the resource
names themselves, but instead reference the resource names in KJBR and
KJIRFT respectively using pointers.
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Global Enqueue Services
Resource Structures
 GES Resources (KJIRFT)

 Stored in heap

 Number of GES resource structures probably determined
by

_lm_ress parameter

 Externalized in X$KJIRFT

 GES Enqueues (KJILKFT)

 Stored in segmented array

 Number of GES enqueue structures probably determined
by

_lm_locks parameter

 Externalized in X$KJILKFT

GES Resources

GES resource structures are stored in the heap. The number of GES resource
structures is probably determined by _lm_ress parameter. GES resource
structures are externalized in X$KJIRFT

The X$KJIRFT fixed view externalizes global enqueue resources. This view
does not include global cache resources. In order words it does not include
resources with a name of 'BL'.

GES Enqueues

GES enqueue structures are stored in a segmented array. The number of
GES enqueue structures probably determined by the _lm_locks parameter.
GES enqueue structures are externalized in X$KJILKFT

The X$KJILKFT fixed view externalizes global enqueue locks. Most of the
columns in this view are derived from the KJILKFT enqueue structure.
However, some of the columns are obtained by referencing the KJIRFT
resource structure such as KJILKFTRN1 and KJILKFTRN2
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GES
Resource

Global Enqueue Services
Global Resource Directory

KJIRFT

KJILKFT
GES

EnqueueKJILKFT KJILKFT

KJILKFTKJILKFT

KJILKFT

Holders Converters Waiters

This slide shows the relationship between GES Enqueues and GES
Resources. A GES Resource is a resource which must be locked globally i.e.
across all instances. This is represented by a KJIRFT structure.

The KJIRFT structure contains three queues for holders, converters and
waiters. Each is a queue of KJILKFT structures which are known as GES
Enqueues.
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Global Enqueue Services
Dynamic Performance Views
 V$GES_RESOURCE

 Contains rows from both KJIRFT and KJBR

 Synonym for V$DLM_RESS

SELECT
inst_id, kjirftrp, kjirftrn, kjirftcq, kjirftgq, kjirftpr, kjirftmn, kjirftncl,
kjirftvs, kjirftvb

FROM x$kjirft
UNION ALL
SELECT

inst_id, kjbrresp, kjbrname, DECODE (kjbrcvtq, '00', 0, 1),
DECODE (kjbrgrantq, '00', 0, 1), 1, kjbrmaster, kjbrncvl,
'KJUSERVS_NOVALUE', '0x0'

FROM x$kjbr

The V$GES_RESOURCE dynamic performance view contains rows from
both KJIRFT and KJBR. In order words, this view externalizes both locks
and blocks.

V$GES_RESOURCE is a synonym for V$DLM_RESS which was the
original name for the view.

The view definition shows that V$GES_RESOURCE is a UNION ALL of
all rows in X$KJIRFT and X$KJBR.
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Global Enqueue Services
Dynamic Performance Views
 V$GES_ENQUEUE

 Contains rows from both KJILKFT and KJBL

SELECT
inst_id, kjilkftlkp, kjilkftgl, kjilkftrl, kjilkftrn1, kjilkftrn2, kjilkftpid,
kjilkftxid0, kjilkftxid1, kjilkftgid, kjilkftoodd, kjilkftoopt, kjilkftoopo,
kjilkftoonxid, kjilkftcogv, kjilkftcopv, kjilkftconv, kjilkftcodv, kjilkftconq,
kjilkftcoep, kjilkftconddw, kjilkftconddb, kjilkftwq, kjilkftls, kjilkftaste0,
kjilkfton, kjilkftblked, kjilkftblker

FROM x$kjilkft
UNION ALL
SELECT inst_id,

kjbllockp, kjblgrant, kjblrequest, kjblname, kjblname2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1, 0, 1,
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, kjblqueue, kjbllockst, 0, kjblowner, kjblblocked,
kjblblocker

FROM x$kjbl

The V$GES_ENQUEUE dynamic performance view includes rows from
both X$KJILKT and X$KJBL. It therefore reports information about all
locks and all blocks.
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Global Enqueue Services
Resource Masters
 GES resources are hashed

individually to their
resource masters

3[0xf][0x0],[UL]15

3[0xe][0x0],[UL]14

2[0xd][0x0],[UL]13

2[0xc][0x0],[UL]12

1[0xb][0x0],[UL]11

0[0xa][0x0],[UL]10

1[0x9][0x0],[UL]9

0[0x8][0x0],[UL]8

2[0x7][0x0],[UL]7

3[0x6][0x0],[UL]6

1[0x5][0x0],[UL]5

0[0x4][0x0],[UL]4

3[0x3][0x0],[UL]3

3[0x2][0x0],[UL]2

2[0x1][0x0],[UL]1

2[0x0][0x0],[UL]0

MasterResourceLock #

SELECT kjirftrn AS resource,
kjirftmn AS master
FROM kjirft
WHERE kjirftrn LIKE '%UL%';

DECLARE
l_id NUMBER

BEGIN
FOR l IN 0..15
LOOP

l_id := dbms_lock.request (l,6);
END LOOP;

END;
/
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Library Cache
Parent Cursor

16 x 1 word
pointers

KGLHD

Parent
Object

KGLNA

SELECT SUM (c2) FROM t1
WHERE c3 = 42 AND c4 < 2004

Parent
Name

Child
Handle

KGLHD

Child 1

Child 2

Heap 0

KGLOB

X$KGLOB

Parent
Handle

KGLHD

Every textually different statement in the library cache has a parent cursor.
The parent cursor is a group of structures linked together via pointers. The
main structures are

•KGLHD - the library cache handle

•KGLOB - the library cache object

•KGLNA - the library cache name

The library cache name can be the name of a table or procedure or, in the
case of a SQL statement, the text of the SQL statement.

Each parent cursor can have one or more child cursors. The child cursor is a
recursive set of objects which include the parse tree and the execution plan
together with execution statistics for the child.

Multiple child cursors occur when there are differences in the parsing
environment for a SQL statement, for example different parameters, users
etc.
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Library Cache
Child Cursor

KGLHD

Child
Handle

Child
Object

SELECT
Statement

Heap 6

KGLOB

Subheap
Header

Subheap
Header

Heap 0

Subquery
Header

Statistics,
Optimizer

Environment,
BindVariables

X$KGLOB

The child cursor contains:

•KGLHD - the library cache handle

•KGLOB - the library cache object

There is no KGLNA structure in a child cursor

The KGLOB structure contains pointers to two subheaps

•Heap 0 contains the statistics, optimizer environment, bind variable
metadata etc

•Heap 6 contains the execution plan.
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X$KGLPN

X$KGLLK

Library Cache
Locks & Pins

Child
Handle

Child
Object

KGLOB

X$KGLOB

LockLock

Pin

Lock

Pin Pin

KGLHD

Library cache locks are required for parsing. These are externalized in
X$KGLLK. Library cache pins are required for execution. These are
externalized in X$KGLPN

The above slide shows that each child cursor handle (KGLHD) structure has
a double linked list of library cache locks and another double linked list of
library cache pins.
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Library Cache
Namespaces
 In Oracle 10.2 there are 64 library cache namespaces

 Externalized by KGLHDNSP in X$KGLOB

UnusedINDXCDCSTAPRSMDRULSROBJPIPE

UnusedCLSTJSQIREVCRMOBOUTLJVREKGLT

UnusedTABLEMVOBTBLSTRMLOCSCTSJVSCCLST

UnusedJSETUSAGRULESUBSDIMMPROPINDX

UnusedJSGAXDBCRELCPCLSSUMMOBJGTRGR

MODLHTSOIFSDTRANSPPLNEVNTQUEUBODY

JSLVSTBORELDSTFGXDBSCPOBDIRTABL

NSCPDMVOBINXRELSJVSDRMGRREIPLOBCRSR

All library cache objects belong to a namespace. Namespaces allow multiple
objects in the library cache to have the same name.

In Oracle 10.2 there are 64 namespaces in the library cache, though not all
are currently used. Important namespaces include:

•CRSR - Parent and child cursors

•TABL - Tables

•BODY - PL/SQL blocks

•TRGR - Triggers

•INDX - Indexes
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Library Cache
Namespaces
 Library cache statistics can be dumped using:

ALTER SESSION SET EVENTS
'IMMEDIATE TRACE NAME LIBRARY_CACHE LEVEL 1';

 For example:

LIBRARY CACHE STATISTICS:
namespace gets hit ratio pins hit ratio reloads invalids
-------------- --------- --------- --------- --------- ---------- ----------
CRSR 2403 0.086 33698 0.933 435 0
TABL 4368 0.578 10032 0.657 961 0
BODY 127 0.717 211 0.801 4 0
TRGR 4 0.000 45 0.911 0 0
INDX 81 0.272 83 0.036 21 0
CLST 101 0.921 264 0.958 3 0
KGLT 0 0.000 0 0.000 0 0
PIPE 0 0.000 0 0.000 0 0
LOB 0 0.000 0 0.000 0 0
DIR 0 0.000 0 0.000 0 0
QUEU 156 0.904 5886 0.997 0 0
....

Library cache statistics can be dumped using the LIBRARY_CACHE dump.
For example

ALTER SESSION SET EVNTS

'IMMEDIATE TRACE NAME LIBRARY_CACHE LEVEL 1';

This dumps similar statistics to those returned by the V$LIBRARYCACHE
dynamic performance view. However, in Oracle 10.2, V$LIBRARYCACHE
only returns statistics on 11 namespaces; the library cache dump returns
statistics on all namespaces in the library cache.
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Library Cache
Dynamic Performance Views
 Summary information about each namespace is externalized

in V$LIBRARY_CACHE

 Includes RAC-specific columns for

DLM_LOCK_REQUESTS

DLM_PIN_REQUESTS

DLM_PIN_RELEASES

DLM_INVALIDATION_REQUESTS

DLM_INVALIDATIONS

 V$LIBRARY_CACHE only reports data for selected
namespaces

 Underlying fixed view is X$KGLST

 X$KGLST reports data for all namespaces

The V$LIBRARYCACHE dynamic performance view returns statistics
about namespaces in the library cache. It is based on the X$KGLST fixed
view. It returns 11 rows in both Oracle 10.2 and Oracle 11.1

These statistics describe inter-instance activity against the library cache.
DLM is the dynamic lock manager. In Oracle 9.0.1 and above DLM was
renamed to GES (Global Enqueue Service), but V$LIBRARYCACHE is an
example of one of the places where old name is still in use.

The X$KGLST fixed view contains one row for each namespace that is in
use. In Oracle 10.2 there are 59 namespaces in use; in Oracle 11.1 there are
68 namespaces.

X$KGLST includes the following RAC-specific columns

•KGLSTLRQ - DLM_LOCK_REQUESTS

•KGLSTPRQ - DLM_PIN_REQUESTS

•KGLSTPRL - DLM_PIN_RELEASES

•KGLSTIRQ - DLM_INVALIDATION_REQUESTS

•KGLSTMIV - DLM_INVALIDATIONS
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SELECT inst_id,
DECODE (indx,

0,'SQL AREA',
1,'TABLE/PROCEDURE',
2,'BODY',
3,'TRIGGER',
4,'INDEX',
5,'CLUSTER',
6,'OBJECT',
7,'PIPE',
13,'JAVA SOURCE',
14,'JAVA RESOURCE',
32,'JAVA DATA','
?'

),
kglstget,kglstght, DECODE (kglstget,0,1,kglstght/kglstget),
kglstpin,kglstpht, DECODE (kglstpin,0,1,kglstpht/kglstpin),
kglstrld,kglstinv, kglstlrq,kglstprq,kglstprl,kglstirq,kglstmiv
FROM x$kglst
WHERE indx<8 OR indx=13 OR indx=14 OR indx=32

Library Cache
V$LIBRARYCACHE
 Based on X$KGLST

Names are generated
in dynamic
performance view

Only selected rows
from X$KGLST

V$LIBRARYCACHE includes rows about the following name spaces:

•CRSR - SQL Area

•TABL - Table / Procedure

•BODY - Body

•TRGR - Trigger

•INDX - Index

•CLST - Cluster

•KGLT - Object

•PIPE - Pipe

•JVSC - Java Source

•JVRE - Java Resource

•JVSD - Java Data
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Library Cache
Objects
 Library Cache Objects can be dumped using:

ALTER SESSION SET EVENTS
'IMMEDIATE TRACE NAME LIBRARY_CACHE LEVEL 4';

BUCKET 127469:
LIBRARY OBJECT HANDLE: handle=2bb8dfbc mutex=0x2bb8e070(0)
name=US01.T1
hash=b2f454b86387761e02fc7e686e37f1ed timestamp=01-14-2006 22:04:06
namespace=TABL flags=KGHP/TIM/MED/[40000000]
kkkk-dddd-llll=0000-0701-0701 lock=0 pin=0 latch#=1 hpc=0002 hlc=0002
lwt=0x2bb8e018[0x2bb8e018,0x2bb8e018] ltm=0x2bb8e020[0x2bb8e020,0x2bb8e020]
pwt=0x2bb8dffc[0x2bb8dffc,0x2bb8dffc] ptm=0x2bb8e004[0x2bb8e004,0x2bb8e004]
ref=0x2bb8e038[0x2bb8e038,0x2bb8e038] lnd=0x2bb8e044[0x2bb7a7ac,0x2bb8e410]

LOCK INSTANCE LOCK: id=LBb2f454b86387761e
PIN INSTANCE LOCK: id=NBb2f454b86387761e mode=S release=F flags=[00
INVALIDATION INSTANCE LOCK: id=IV0000c9890e170507 mode=S
LIBRARY OBJECT: object=2caede30
type=TABL flags=EXS/LOC[0005] pflags=[0000] status=VALD load=0

BUCKET 127469 total object count=1

 For example:

You can dump the objects in the library cache using the LIBRARY_CACHE
dump.

ALTER SESSION SET EVENTS

'IMMEDIATE TRACE NAME LIBRARY_CACHE LEVEL n';

where <n> specifies information to be included

1 - include library cache statistics

2 - include library cache hash table

4 - include library cache handles and objects

8 - include dependencies, read-only dependencies, accesses,
authorizations, translations, schemas and data blocks

16 - include sizes for data blocks

32 - include heap dumps for data blocks

All levels include the permanent space allocation section

The above levels apply in Oracle 10.2. The dump levels vary in earlier
versions
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Library Cache
Instance Locks
 Instance Locks created for

 Library Cache Locks

 Library Cache Pins

 Lock name based on object hash value (KGLNAHSH)

 For example:

BUCKET 127469:
LIBRARY OBJECT HANDLE: handle=2bb8dfbc mutex=0x2bb8e070(0)
name=US01.T1
hash=b2f454b86387761e02fc7e686e37f1ed timestamp=01-14-2006 22:04:06
namespace=TABL flags=KGHP/TIM/MED/[40000000]
kkkk-dddd-llll=0000-0701-0701 lock=0 pin=0 latch#=1 hpc=0002 hlc=0002
lwt=0x2bb8e018[0x2bb8e018,0x2bb8e018] ltm=0x2bb8e020[0x2bb8e020,0x2bb8e020]
pwt=0x2bb8dffc[0x2bb8dffc,0x2bb8dffc] ptm=0x2bb8e004[0x2bb8e004,0x2bb8e004]
ref=0x2bb8e038[0x2bb8e038,0x2bb8e038] lnd=0x2bb8e044[0x2bb7a7ac,0x2bb8e410]

LOCK INSTANCE LOCK: id=LBb2f454b86387761e
PIN INSTANCE LOCK: id=NBb2f454b86387761e mode=S release=F flags=[00
INVALIDATION INSTANCE LOCK: id=IV0000c9890e170507 mode=S
LIBRARY OBJECT: object=2caede30
type=TABL flags=EXS/LOC[0005] pflags=[0000] status=VALD load=0

BUCKET 127469 total object count=1

Instance locks are created for library cache locks and pins. The lock name is
based on the object hash value (KGLNAHSH) and the namespace

For example in the above library cache dump, the library cache pin instance
lock is

id=NBb2f454b86387761e

In X$KJIRFT this is value is returned in the KJIRFTRN (resource name)
column in the format:

[0xb2f454b8][0x6387761e],[NB]
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Library Cache
Namespaces
 Mapping of namespaces to instance locks (1 of 3)

NZ

NY

NX

NW

NV

NU

NT

NS

NR

NQ

NP

NO

NN

PinLockNamespace

LZXDBS

LYRMGR

LXRULS

LWOUTL

LVCTS

LUDIMM

LTSUMM

LSEVNT

LRCPOB

LQREIP

LPROBJ

LOJVRE

LNJVSC

NM

NL

NK

NJ

NI

NH

NG

NF

NE

ND

NC

NB

NA

PinLockNamespace

LMPROP

LLOBJG

LKQUEU

LJDIR

LILOB

LHPIPE

LGKGLT

LFCLST

LEINDX

LDTRGR

LCBODY

LBTABL

LACRSR

There is a mapping between namespaces, lock names and pins.

In Oracle 10.2 there are three ranges of library cache lock names and three
ranges of library cache pin names. This slide shows the namespace
mappings for the first set of library cache locks (LA to LZ) and the first set
of library cache pins (NA-NZ).
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Library Cache
Namespaces
 Mapping of namespaces to instance locks (2 of 3)

GZ

GY

GX

GW

GV

GU

GT

GS

GR

GQ

GP

GO

GN

PinLockNamespace

EZJSGA

EYHTSO

EXSTBO

EWMVOBINX

EVCDC

EUJSQI

ETMVOBTBL

ESUSAG

ERXDBC

EQIFSD

EPRELD

EORELS

ENSTAP

GM

GL

GK

GJ

GI

GH

GG

GF

GE

GD

GC

GB

GA

PinLockNamespace

EMREVC

ELSTRM

EKRULE

EJRELC

EITRANS

EHSTFG

EGJVSD

EFRSMD

EERMOB

EDLOCS

ECSUBS

EBPCLS

EAPPLN

This slide shows the namespace mappings for the second set of library cache
locks (EA to EZ) and the second set of library cache pins (GA-GZ).
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Library Cache
Namespaces
 Mapping of namespaces to instance locks (3 of 3)

YM

YL

YK

YJ

YI

YH

YG

YF

YE

YD

YC

YB

YA

PinLockNamespace

VMUnused

VLUnused

VKUnused

VJUnused

VIUnused

VHUnused

VGMODL

VFJSLV

VENSCPD

VDINDX

VCCLST

VBTABLE

VAJSET

This slide shows the namespace mappings for the final set of library cache
locks (VA to VG) and the final set of library cache pins (YA-YG).
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Library Cache
Invalidation Instance Locks
 Created for each library cache object owned by instance

 Used to identify objects that have become invalidated due to
changes such as:

 DDL

 Statistics collection

 Owned by LCK0 background process

 In Oracle 10.2 and below

 Type is IV

 ID1 is object ID

 ID2 is timestamp

Invalidation instance locks are used in Oracle 10.1 and 10.2 to synchronizes
library cache object invalidations across instances.

All invalidation instance locks are owned by the LCK0 background process
in the lock instance. Invalidation instance locks can still be mastered by
other instances.

Invalidation instance locks are only acquired the first time an object is
loaded into the library cache of each instance.

In Oracle 11.1 the implementation of invalidation instance locks appears to
have changed. Fewer IV global locks are created and their usage no longer
correlates with V$LOCK_TYPE.
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Row Cache
Introduction
 Row or dictionary cache contained normalized objects from

data dictionary

 Each dictionary object type has a separate row cache

 34 parent caches in Oracle 10.2

 47 parent caches in Oracle 11.1

 Row caches are summarized in V$ROWCACHE

 RAC specific statistics include

DLM_REQUESTS

DLM_CONFLICTS

DLM_RELEASES

The V$ROWCACHE dynamic performance view externalizes statistics
about the objects in the dictionary (row cache).

There are three RAC-specific columns

•DLM_REQUESTS - Lock requests

•DLM_CONFLICTS - Lock conflicts

•DLM_RELEASES - Lock releases

V$ROWCACHE is based on X$KQRST

In Oracle 10.2, V$ROWCACHE contains 42 rows representing 34 parent
caches and 8 subordinate caches

In Oracle 11.1, V$ROWCACHE contains 58 rows representing 47 parent
caches and 11 subordinate caches
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Row Cache
Cache Names
 Mapping of cache name to lock types (1 of 2)

12

11

10

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

Cache# LockCache Name

QMdc_constraints

QLdc_object_ids

QKdc_usernames

QJdc_qmc_cache_entries

QIdc_objects

QHdc_users

QGdc_files

QFdc_tablespace_quotas

QEdc_used_extents

QDdc_rollback_segments

QCdc_segments

QBdc_free_extents

QAdc_tablespaces

25

24

23

22

21

20

19

18

17

16

15

14

13

Cache# LockCache Name

QZdc_hintsets

QYoutstanding_alerts

QXdc_qmc_ldap_cache...

QWdc_awr_control

QVrule_or_piece

QUrule_info

QTdc_table_scns

QSdc_outlines

QRdc_global_oids

QQdc_histogram_defs

QPdc_database_links

QOdc_profiles

QNdc_sequences

There is a mapping between row caches and instance locks

In Oracle 10.2 there are two ranges of row cache lock names. This slide
shows the row cache mappings for the first set of row cache locks (QA to
QZ).

The mapping between cache id and namespaces appears to be identical in
Oracle 11.1
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Row Cache
Cache Names
 Mapping of cache name to lock types (2of 2)

33

32

31

30

29

28

27

26

Cache# LockNamespace

QHkqlsubheap_object

QGqmtmrctq_cache_entries

QFqmtmrciq_cache_entries

QEqmtmrctp_cache_entries

QDqmtmrcip_cache_entries

QCqmtmrctn_cache_entries

QBqmtmrcin_cache_entries

QAglobal_database_name

 Cache# = KQRSTCID

This slide shows the row cache mappings for the second set of row cache
locks.
It is possible that the lock types are cycled for cache# 26 and above. Cache
26 (global database_name) has lock type QA in both the row_cache dump
and also in X$KJIRFT.
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Row Cache
Dumps
 Row cache statistics can be dumped using:

ALTER SESSION SET EVENTS
'IMMEDIATE TRACE NAME ROW_CACHE LEVEL 1';

 For example:

ROW CACHE STATISTICS:
cache size gets misses hit ratio DLM req
-------------------------- ------- ------- ------ --------- -------
dc_tablespaces 496 8909 7 0.999 7
dc_free_extents 388 0 0 0.000 0
dc_segments 444 4191 569 0.880 709
dc_rollback_segments 452 4210 31 0.993 74
dc_used_extents 400 0 0 0.000 0
dc_tablespace_quotas 396 0 0 0.000 0
dc_files 412 0 6 0.000 6
dc_users 520 9042 23 0.997 23
dc_users 260 0 0 0.000 0
dc_user_grants 108 24 17 0.585 0
dc_app_role 100 0 0 0.000 0

....

Row cache statistics can be dumped using:

ALTER SESSION SET EVENTS

'IMMEDIATE TRACE NAME ROW_CACHE LEVEL n';

where <n> is:

1 - include row cache statistics

2 - include hash table histogram

8 - include dump of object structures
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BUCKET 48205:
row cache parent object: address=0x2bb8dcd8 cid=8(dc_objects)
hash=313bbc4c typ=9 transaction=(nil) flags=00000002
own=0x2bb8dd44[0x2bb8dd44,0x2bb8dd44]
wat=0x2bb8dd4c[0x2bb8dd4c,0x2bb8dd4c] mode=S

status=VALID/-/-/-/-/-/-/-/-
request=N release=FALSE flags=0
instance lock id=QI f611ffad e31d1de3
set=0, complete=FALSE
data=
00000037 31540002 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000
00000000 00000001 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000
......
00000000 00000000 00000000 0000c989 00000001 0000c989 016a7802 0705170e
0e016a78 78070517 170e016a 00010705 00000000 00000000 00000000 00000000
00000000 00000006
BUCKET 48205 total object count=1

Row Cache
Dumps
 Row cache objects can be dumped using:

ALTER SESSION SET EVENTS
'IMMEDIATE TRACE NAME ROW_CACHE LEVEL 8';

 For example:

T1

Instance Lock
QI F611FFAD E31D1DE3

Cache ID 8
dc_objects

To dump the contents of the row cache use the level 8 dump:

ALTER SESSION SET EVENTS

'IMMEDIATE TRACE NAME ROW_CACHE LEVEL 8';

Note that tables and indexes are stored in both the row cache and the library
cache. In the row cache there are stored in normalized form similar to the
data dictionary representation. In the library cache they are denormalized to
improve access times during parsing and optimization.

The slide shows an example from the object cache. This is a cache of rows
from the SYS.OBJ$ table - the basis of the DBA_OBJECTS view.


